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The Architecture and Design of

A Parallel Sorting Engine

1. Introduction

Paraphrasing William Shakespeare, "To sort or not to sort! That

is the question. Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer the pains

of disorder or to take arms against the sea of confusion". The sea

appears to be getting rougher all the time. What is the sea? The

sheer volume of information to be processed today. Its order, or lack

thereof, constitutes the confusion.

1.1. Objectives

The objective of this thesis is to present the architecture of

a VLSI-based pipelined sorting engine which sorts in 0(n)§ time. The

sorter sorts 16-bit (2 byte) integer keys at speeds ranging from 100

to 1000 times faster than software, over 5 million bytes per second.

The sorting engine architecture is often referred to as a

systolic system or array. It brings together the concepts of

parallelism, pipelining, and interconnecting structures into a

unified framework.

The sorting algorithm, originally proposed by T.C. Chen

[CHE78], was mapped into an architecture suitable for VLSI

implementation, functionally simulated, and readied for fabrication

in silicon. Total time for design, implementation, and testing was

approximately 3 months. The work was done with the aid of the Genesil

silicon compiler.

1.2. A VLSI Implementation

The sorting engine, with its regular and repeating structures,

is ideal for large scale integration. Each block of the architecture

§ See Section 2.2 on The Order Notation.
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is designed for simplicity. It, like most other systolic arrays,

implements a compute-bound algorithm.

VLSI processing structures, in general, are suitable for

implementing compute-bound rather than I/O-bound algorithms. In

compute-bound algorithms the number of computing operations is larger

than the total number of I/O operations. In I/O-bound algorithms the

situation is reversed [HWA84].

For example, in the traditional Von Neuman computer a sorting

algorithm requiring 0(nlogn)§§ comparisons is a compute intensive

algorithm having only 0(n) I/O operations. The same algorithm

implemented on a parallel machine, having 0(n) processors and 0(logn)

I/O ports, is I/O intensive, requiring 0(n/logn) I/O operations

(n<>1). The underlying algorithm of the Rebound Sorter is 0(n2) on a

sequential processor and 0(n) on a parallel processor having 0(n)

processing elements. In both situations the Rebound Sorter requires

0(n) I/O operations.

To minimize development and manufacturing costs VLSI structures

should be balanced between compute and I/O-bound problems. I/O-bound

problems are generally not implemented in VLSI since chip packaging

requirements limit the total number of pins. One also wants to

maximize the functionality of the device, but not design in more than

what the I/O structures can handle. An 0(n2) I/O structure would be

overly expensive for an 0(n) compute algorithm, as would an 0(nlogn)

compute algorithm for an 0(n) I/0 structure.

During the development of any VLSI architecture one is soon

ready to translate, or map, the algorithm into hardware structures

suitable for silicon. There are many choices as to which technology

and geometry to use, and also choices between random logic or

standard cell layouts. Fortunately, software is available (like the

silicon compiler used for this work) to help with these choices.

As more powerful software become available, design philosophies

move from low level circuit design to high level architectures.

55 Unless otherwise stated, all logarithms are to the base 2.
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Except for the most critical of situations the architect usually

neither needs nor wants to go to lower levels of circuit design. The

tools are powerful enough to minimize design time and allow for

architectural exploration in the design process. Here, architectural

exploration means the ability to change the architecture of the

design relatively quickly and inexpensively, then test and redesign

easily.
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2. Background

In this chapter some of the terminology of this thesis is

explained, a brief summary of work already done in this area is

discussed, and some of the limits on sorting speeds are presented.

2.1. Definitions

To SORT is "...to put in a certain place or rank according to

kind, class, or nature; or to arrange according to characteristics."

[WEB79]. Lists of items are sorted by rearranging the list such that

the smallest (or largest) is shown first, the second smallest (or

largest) next, etc. A number of terms related to sorting as used in

this work follow:

KEY The data of interest (here consisting of two

bytes).

RECORD A data set containing the key as well as

additional related information.

FIELD A name for the location of a key in a record.

POINTER A variable representing the address of a record.

DATA STREAM A set of keys, its length equal to the

capacity of the sorter.

2.2. The Order Notation

Most algorithms have a representative mathematical function

relating their expected run time as compared to the number of input

words (such as runtime = 2n4 + 5n3 + 1). Throughout this work I will

use the Big Oh, or Order notation, a convenient method of dealing

with these functions (examples include 0(n), 0(1), 0(k), etc.). It is

used to approximate the run time performance of a computer or one

algorithm relative to another. It can be used to approximate the

memory requirements of an algorithm or the amount of physical space

taken up by the computer's circuitry.

The argument in the Order notation is associated with the

amount of input data, the amount of memory required, or the amount of
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physical space required. The symbol "k" denotes constant requirements

unchanged with any increase of data. The symbol "n" indicates a

linear increase in the time or space requirements with an increase of

data.

To simplify the notation only the highest degree of the

equations are used (i.e.: 0(n4) represents the order notation for 2n4

+ 5n3 + 1) ) .

2.3. Previous Work

During the late 60's sorting became a major concern in many

fields. Knuth, [KNU73], deciding that sorting took up 25% of all

computing power, initiated research into sorting, as did others.

Knuth's "The Art of Computer Programming, Vol. III" constitutes the

authoritative reference in this area. Since then there have been many

excellent studies, surveys, and software and hardware implementations

of various sorting algorithms.

Theoretical studies into the area-time complexity of VLSI

sorting algorithms can be found in Thompson [TH083], Winslow [WIN83],

Bitton [BIT84], and Leighton [LEI85].

Various hardware sorting architectures have been proposed,

ranging from strictly VLSI implementations to larger hybrid systems

consisting of special purpose processors, semiconductor memory, and

disks; see Batcher [BAT69], Bonuccelli [BON84], Ja'Ja [JAJ84], Lee

[LEE81], Miranker [MIR83], Takagi [TAK85], Todd [TOD78], Billardi

[BIL84], Hollaar [HOL79], and Yasuura [YAS82]. A few implementations

are described next.

Carey, et.al. [CAR82], implemented a parallel version of the

classic bubble sort algorithm in silicon (stack based sorting). It

operates in 0(n) time and is not pipelined (so requires 2n cycles to

sort a data stream). It takes in 8-bit keys and 8-bit record pointers

and, after sorting, returns the smallest key value (with its

associated pointer). The total die area was 7000x7000 microns2

(including pads). It can hold 32 keys per chip and can be cascaded up
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to a limit of 256 bytes. Their speed estimate put the cycle time at

about 1.2 microseconds.

Rajgopal, et.al. [RAJ86], implemented the parallel enumeration

architecture using global data buses, originally proposed by Yasuura

[YAS82]. It operates in 0(n) time and is not pipelined (requires 2n

cycles to sort a data stream). It takes in 16-bit keys and, after

sorting, returns the index of the smallest key value. It has an 8 key

limit and can be cascaded to sort up to 256 keys. Using 4-micron NMOS

technology the total die area was 9200x7900 microns2. No speed

estimate was given.

Segai [SEG86] describes a content addressable sorting and

searching chip. It operates in slightly less than linear 0(n) time.

It can sort variable width keys (up to 256 bytes) along with

associated variable width (up to 256 bytes wide) record pointers (not

to exceed total internal memory capacity of 1024 bytes per device).

It can be cascaded to sort up to 256 kilobytes of data. It is

implemented in 1.6 micron CMOS technology and operates at speeds up

to 16Mhz (data moves at most 2.6 megabytes/s).

Bouldin, et.al. [BOU85] designed and implemented a parallel

version of the sinking sort algorithm. It operates in 0(n) time and

is pipelined (so requires n cycles to sort a data stream). His

implementation sorts keys and rearranges the records to match the

keys, thus saving CPU time, although limiting the total sorting

depth.

2.4. Sorting Algorithm Bounds

The monetary costs of sorting are intimately related to the

price of the sorting engine hardware and its performance. The cost of

the hardware is directly influenced by chip area and available

fabrication technology. Sorting performance is a function of the

algorithm chosen, the parallelism inherent in its implementation, and

the fabrication technology. Collectively, these cost-related bounds

on sorting are referred to in the literature as the "area-time

complexity of sorting" ([AKL85], [TH083], [1E185]). These bounds are
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necessary for comparing one sorting engine against another. The

following paragraphs discuss the bounds on sorting and its

measurement through its area-time complexity.

Time complexity is the relative amount of time the system

spends computing as a function of the number of input variables.

Space complexity is the relative amount of space that the system

requires in which to perform the desired computations as a function

of the number of inputs. Single processor (sequential) algorithms

sort as fast as 0(nlogn). Multiprocessor algorithms can shorten this

time to 0(n) with sequential input, or 0(logn) with parallel inputs

([KNU73] and [TH083]).

In VLSI technology the physical chip area can be considered the

"space" dimension. The question to ask is how many processors or how

much memory does it take to solve the problem? A single processor is

considered to have 0(k) space complexity; n processors use 0(n)

space. The amount of memory the program requires to operate would be

for variable and data storage.

The rebound sorter sorts during its I/O time. A short

discussion in a following section will work through the calculations,

but suffice it to say that the underlying algorithm is 0(n2) when

implemented on a single processor, and 0(n) for the "multi-internal

processor" system described here. The overall time Order of the

rebound sorter (but not in general) can be calculated with the

following:

0(n)-
0(algorithm)
0(processors)

0(n)
0(n2)

.=
0(n)
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3. Sorting Engine Architecture

3.1. Macro Architecture

The macro architecture presents some higher level details

into the operation and data flow of the rebound sorter. A sorting

system architecture is presented to show an application for the

rebound sorter. Then, an overview of the sorter operation is

presented to describe the general data flow through it. Following

this the sorting and pipeline algorithms are explained. Lastly the

software design and simulation of the sorter, here called the

executable specifications, is presented.

3.1.1 A Sort/Merge System

There are many applications for high performance sorting in

database machines. Such systems are often designed to increase data

processing throughput in business environments. They might include a

number of high-speed high-capacity disk subsystems, numerous banks of

extended memory, networking features, as well as high-speed low level

sorting and searching units to assist in the execution of database

functions such as join, member, select, sort, etc.. To achieve

maximum parallelism each sorting, or searching unit, would function

independently of any others. In such a system the rebound sorter

could be utilized as a low-level sorting component of a more

comprehensive sorting engine.

A sorting engine, in general, must be capable of handling data

streams of varying size from a few bytes to several hundred

gigabytes. The following sorting engine architecture, which includes

the rebound sorter as an essential component, could be one cost-

effective means of achieving such system-level capabilities.

Using 1.2-micron CMOS technology 16 sorter elements (enough for

16 keys) could fit on the silicon, limited only by the size of the

chip carrier. With 0.6-micron CMOS and the same package 32-64 keys

might be possible. Die sizes in general are also a limiting factor- -

large dies have a greater chance of having defects than smaller ones.
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This makes the smaller chips more cost effective (since the yield is

higher).

With this in mind, and with our gigabyte capacity requirements,

we need to implement more of a "system" sorting engine. We need to

design our architecture to provide for this added length.

The sorting system is composed of a rebound sorter "front-end

processor" to create sorted strings of a fixed length, namely 16

keys, and a merge-sort "back-end processor" to combine the individual

sorted strings into a long, continuous string of sorted keys.

In this system, the rebound sorter front-end produces m sets of

n sorted strings. These are stored in an m-wide by n-long dual-port

random access memory (RAM) system (Fig. 3.1). The merge unit empties

the contents of the first RAM buffer with n m-way merges, while the

sorter is simultaneously filling up a second RAM buffer. Sorting and

merging are synchronized such that when the second buffer is full the

first has been emptied and the two can alternate merge/store

functions. The front-end and back-end operate concurrently. I make

the assumption that the merger will take care of memory management

within the RAM buffers.

This architectural concept can be extended by powers of two

with additional buffers and merge units. Figure 3.1 shows an example

with additional buffers and merge/RAM structures. The first merge

performs an m-way merge yielding sorted data streams m*n words long,

the ith merge produces sorted streams mi*n long. Note that two RAM

buffers are needed, one to receive data from a previous merge and one

to hold data for the second merger. Sorters of varying capacity may

be created using this approach. The fundamental limitations on this

architecture are:

1. A fast RAM is needed, therefore the cost could be high.

2. The m-way merge and controlling unit needs to be designed.

3. Sorting smaller length streams may be sorted in the larger

system if we provide additional switch points at the output of the

mergers.
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Figure 3.1: Merge Sort System

This particular form of hardware based sort-merge system speeds

sorting considerably at the price of memory and real estate. For

example, the circuit board space required for 1-megabyte of memory

(using 8 1-megabit chips at 0.5 in2 per chip) gives 4 in2 per

megabyte. One gigabyte (a more realistic memory size for sorting

purposes) requires 1024 times this space, or about 4096 in2. This is

over 28 ft2 of circuit board space, not including the controllers,

wire routing, and associated circuitry. Using 4-megabit chips

requires over 7 ft2 of circuit board area. At current market prices'

1-gigabyte would cost over $250,000.

1 $250/megabyte, MACWORLD, January 1988.
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Board space therefore becomes a limiting factor when LARGE

sorting memories are needed. We can extend this idea to include fast

disk memory and "disk mergers" (as mentioned by N.Takagi in "A

Hardware Sort-Merge System", [TAK85]).

3.1.2 Rebound Sorter Data Flow Overview

Data flow and routing in the rebound sorter are discussed in

this section. Stated simply, data movement in the rebound sorter

begins at ain and moves toward aout. Proper end connections let data

"rebound" out through aout and move upwards through bin toward the

top and out of bout.

Referring to Figure 3.2, the data stream flows into the top

left side of the sorter at ain, out the bottom left at aout, back

into the bottom right at bin, and finally out the top right at bout.

The routing of individual bytes of data within the rebound sorter can

be either vertically or horizontally.

Rebound
Sorter

Figure 3.2: Data Movement

A data stream goes through three overlapping phases while being

sorted as shown in Figure 3.3: input, sort, and output. The input

phase begins when data enters the sorter (at ain) and continues until

the last data byte has entered the sorter. The sort phase begins as

soon as the first key of the input stream enters bin and passes the

second key (which is moving in the opposite direction) of the same

stream. It continues until the last key of the data stream leaves

aout. The output phase begins when the first of the now sorted stream
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leaves the sorter at bout. It continues until the last key of the

data stream leaves the sorter at bout. Note that both the input and

sort phases (in Figure 3.3) overlap as well as the sort and output

phases.

a. b. C. d.

Figure 3.3: Three Phase Sorting:

a) power up, b) input, c) sort, d) output.

In order to make efficient use of the hardware two data streams

are pipelined through the sorter, one stream sorting, the other

either in the input phase or in the output phase. In Figure 3.3 the

heavy bold lines denote one stream and the dotted lines a second

stream. A tag bit keeps them separated, the first stream assigned a

tag of 0, the second stream a 1, the third a 0, etc.

Sorting is done by routing the data either straight through the

processing elements (pass vertical) or "end around" (pass horizontal)

based on the value of the two keys being compared. (Processing

elements contain the comparators and control the routing of the data.

They will be described in a later section.)

Figure 3.4 represents a skeleton of a processing element. If A

>= B then A continues toward aout and B continues toward bout in a

"pass-vertical" mode (pv). If A < B then A is routed toward bout, and

B toward aout in a "pass-horizontal" mode (ph).
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Figure 3.4: Routing Mode:

a) Pass Vertical, b) Pass Horizontal

Figure 3.5a-d extends the router example above to a four-

processing element sorter. Three cycles of a sorting sequence are

shown. The first cycle is always comparing, the second may or may not

compare depending on the first comparison, and the third is shown

only to indicate the final positions of the bytes after routing (this

cycle is identical to the first but compares a new set of keys). Data

keys A and B flow from top to bottom and from bottom to top

respectively. The first byte from key A is compared with the first

byte from key B (bold faced bytes represent the bytes being

compared). Larger valued keys "sink" toward aout and smaller valued

keys "float" toward bout. Below each figure is the routing mode

resulting from the comparison.

A2

Al

B1

B2

ph

A2 Al

B1 B2

ph

Al

A2

B2

B1

Figure 3.5a: Routing when A<B
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Figure 3.5c: Routing when A=B
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Figure 3.5d: Routing when A1=B1 and A2<B2

As well as comparing the magnitudes of A and B against each

other, each processing element also compares the tag bits of the

pipelined streams. Equal bits indicate elements of the same data
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stream are passing each other and are to be sorted (routed vertically

or horizontally). Opposite bit values indicate keys from different

data streams are passing and should not be sorted (pass vertical

only) .

3.1.3 The Sorting Algorithm

The sorting algorithm handles the data movement through the

sorter, comparing the data during the sorting process, and, lastly,

controlling the routing of the data. This pipeline algorithm

interacts with the sorting algorithm to control the routing of the

keys.

The sorting algorithm is realized by a four state processing

element finite state machine (PE FSM). Table 3.1 and Figure 3.6

illustrate the FSM state table and state diagram. Each node in the

diagram represents a state of the FSM. Each connecting line (also

called an edge) constitutes a state transition. The edges are labeled

with inputs and outputs, the inputs (listed on the left of the "/")

consisting of clear, lt, gt, and teq, the output (listed on the right

of the "/") consisting of pv. The edges are traversed whenever the

inputs are true. The output is pass vertical if pv=1 and pass

horizontal if pv=0. A dash, "-", indicates a "don't care" condition.

Inputs States Output

teq It gt ps ns pv

0 - - DI PV 1

1 0 0 DI D2 1

1 0 1 DI PV 1

1 1 0 DI PH 0

- - PV DI 1

- 0 D2 DI 0

- 0 1 D2 DI 1

- - - PH DI 0

clear - DI/PV -/1

teq=tag (pipeline> bits
are equal.

It= A<B
gt= A>B
ps= present state
ns= next state
pv= pass vertical
clear= reset FSM

Table 3.1: Processing Element State Table
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Figure 3.6: PE FSM State Diagram

State D1, the first decision state, is entered any time the

clear input is enabled and at the end of each sorting cycle. (I

define sorting cycle here as the processing of two bytes.) The first

bytes of each incoming key are compared and pv is set to route either

vertically or horizontally. State D2 is entered only when a second

comparison is needed (i.e., the first bytes are equal).

Connecting multiple PEs together requires: 1) connecting the

outputs of the first with the inputs of the second, 2) on even PEs

(PE(0), PE(2), PE(4) ...) set the initial "clear to" state to D1, on

all odd PEs (PE(1), PE(3), PE(5)...) set the initial "clear to" state

to PV. The second requirement is needed to allow synchronization

between the various units. This will be explained in more detail

later.

3.1.4 The Pipeline Algorithm

The pipeline algorithm is used to keep the pipelined data

streams separated. Two streams, a and b, can exist in the pipeline

controller (PC) in four configurations while they sort:

1) stream a is the only stream in the PC (both sides of the PC

FSM see stream a),
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2) stream a is leaving and stream b is entering the PC (the

left side of the PC FSM sees stream b, the right side sees stream a),

3) stream b is the only stream in the PC (both sides of the PC

FSM see stream b),

4) stream b is leaving and stream a is entering the PC (the

left side of the PC FSM sees stream a, the right side sees stream b).

These conditions were each assigned a unique state and

implemented as the four state pipeline controller (PC) FSM. See Table

3.2 and Figure 3.7 for the state table and diagram. The inputs are

clear, topin, and botin; its outputs are topout, botout, and teq. The

tag or pipeline bit for stream a was assigned a bit value 0; for

stream b a 1 was assigned.

The pipeline bits are really the output of the PC FSM but are

thought of as separate bits that "move" through the sorter following

the data.

Inputs States Outputs

ti bi ps ns bo to teq

0 0 A A 0 0 1

0 1 A -

1 1 A - - - -

1 0 A B 1 0 0

0 0 B - - - -

0 1 B

1 1 B C 1 1 1

1 0 B B 1 0 0

0 0 C - -

0 1 C D 0 1 0

1 1 C C 1 1 1

1 0 C - - - -

0 0 D A 0 0

0 1 D D 0 1 0

1 1 D - - - -

1 0 D - - -

clear - A 0 0 1

ti = topin

bi = botin

ps = present state

ns = next state

bo = botout

to = topout

teq = tag bits are equal

clear = reset F.S.M

Table 3.2: Pipeline Controller State Table.
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Figure 3.7: Pipeline Controller State Diagram

State A corresponds to condition 1 above, state B to condition

2, state C to condition 3, and state D to condition 4.

The Complete System (an example)

This section describes the operation of a four-element rebound

sorter, each horizontal row representing an element. Figure 3.8

shows, on a cycle by cycle basis, the data movement and state changes

of the sorter's FSMs.

Four processing elements and pipeline controllers are assembled

into a complete system. A short sequence of four unsorted 2-byte

words (one stream) is sent into the sorter as shown in Figure 3.8.

The internal states of both the PE and PC FSM are shown in the center

column surrounded by the data and the corresponding pipeline bits.

Figure 3.8a shows the condition of all four PEs and PCs. The sorter's

internal memory is random at clear or power on (here set to eights

for clarity). The pipeline bits are controlled by the state of the

PCs; at clear the PC goes to state A, causing topout and botout both

to be zeros.

In Figure 3.8b the first byte (2) is entering the sorter. The

first PE is now in the comparison state, however the pipeline bits

are unequal, so the PE goes to PV in 3.8c. From 3.8a to 3.8f the PEs
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alternate between states D1 and PV, waiting for the pipeline bits

(tags) to match.

In 3.8f one pipeline bit has "rebounded" around the end and re-

entered the sorter. Notice though that the bottom most PE is in state

PV so no comparisons are made. In 3.8g the PE can make its first

comparison since the pipeline bits are equal.

Comparisons are made along the diagonal, that is, in 3.8g, the

2 and the 7 get compared. The pipeline bits are compared

horizontally. Since 2<7 the PE passes the data vertically. In 3.8h

however, the 2>1 so the PE passes the data horizontally, resulting in

the data placement as shown in 3.8i.

The last byte of data has entered the sorter in Figure 3.8j.

The first byte will leave the sorter during 3.8k, in sorted order. At

3.8k the upper left pipeline bit has changed back to 0 preceding the

next incoming data stream (here indicated by sixes). At 3.8q the last

of the data is leaving the sorter (Figure 3.8q is the same as 3.8a).
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Figure 3.8: Four PE Pipelined Rebound Sorter

3.1.5 Executable Specifications

The executable specifications of the rebound sorter are the

programs that were written to emulate the functionality (i.e., copy

the behavior) of the sorter.

There are at least three basic tasks associated with this

system design. First, an architectural specification of the system's
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behavior is written to define the project (usually as an English

prose document). Second, some form of executable specification and

corresponding simulations must be developed to test the behavioral

aspects of the architecture. Lastly, the architecture must be

implemented. The design is usually refined during the first two

stages before moving into the third. Obviously, all three stages

interact as the design progresses. The executable specifications of

the rebound sorter are described next.

Simulation at several levels of abstraction can be essential in

complex designs, such as the rebound sorter. The executable

specifications of the rebound sorter began at a behavioral level (top

level) and evolved down to the register transfer level (lower level).

The ideas used in the design were gradually refined and detailed

until the appropriate level of abstraction was reached.

In general, though, system simulation is usually divided into

two distinct areas. The first is the modeling of the device or

architecture (i.e., getting down to the characteristics of the

device, be it either at the register transfer level, the behavior

level, the transistor level, or even lower). The second area is in

the execution of that model. This can be anything from just running

the architecture as a single computer program, or as involved as

putting the model in a discrete event (or continuous time) simulator

and executing the model as a device in the simulator. The simulation

developed here runs as a standalone computer program.

Executable specifications may or may not simulate the design at

all levels. The specifications described here began at the behavioral

level with the focus on the processing elements but were modified to

simulate at the register transfer level, focusing more on the timing

relationships. New ideas were continuously being tested both for

simplicity in the design and algorithm correctness.

The sorting engine executable specifications are listed in

Appendix A. I organized the rebound sorter as: a chip made up of

nodes; a node made up of two finite state machines and two shift

registers (memory); a FSM and shift register made up of two latches;
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and a latch declared as an integer. Signals were declared as bits and

bits as boolean. The data structures were designed in a similar

fashion.

In the main section of the program all the necessary simulation

interfacing takes place. The chip is also reset to initialize the

FSMs to their start states and to synchronize the PE and PC FSMs. The

sorting algorithms follow in the the main section of the program.

At this point I must digress and discuss synchronization

issues, specifically, the clock. The clock controls all data

transfers and state machine synchronization. It is made up of two

non-overlapping phases, OA and OB (see Figure 5.6 for a sample). Each

phase loads a data register, be it part of a FSM or part of a data

memory element.

The simulation is divided into two parts corresponding to 0A

and OB. Phase partitioning proved better than node partitioning both

for understandability and ease of design. (A time partition is more

fundamental than a node partition.)

Each phase was then again divided into two or three parts, the

beginning of the phase, the middle of the phase, and the end of the

phase. These correspond to the time at which the phase has just gone

high, the middle of the phase, and just prior to going low. During

the beginning of the phase all register outputs were set. During the

middle of the phase the register outputs propagate through areas

which have delay, like the comparator and the multiplexer.

In general a phase has at least two partitions, the first and

the last. It may have as many intermediate partitions as needed, one

partition for each component through which an individual signal must

travel during a particular phase.

Data bytes are shifted into each node during the start of OA.

The pipeline bits are also shifted around. The comparator outputs (lt

and gt) are set during the middle of OA. The FSM's next states are

set up at the end of OA (see Figure 3.10 for a FSM block diagram).

The FSMs present states and outputs are set up at the beginning

of OB. The values are computed based on the contents of the next
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state and input latches. Data is moved between the nodes in the final

part of OB. There are three special cases for data movement as given

by boundary conditions: the first node handles chip I/O, the middle

nodes pass data with no special conditions, and the last node handles

end-around data.

The executable specifications listed in Appendix A were

developed on Apple's Macintosh Plus using Think Technology's

Lightspeed Pascal.

3.2. Micro Architecture: Rebound Sorter Elements

The micro architecture includes a general discussion on the

types of finite state machines and programmable logic arrays and why

they were used. Also described are the elements and how they operate

in this system. Figure 3.9 shows the big picture of all the elements

in a two node system. Each node contains a processing element FSM (PE

FSM), a pipeline controller FSM (PC FSM), a comparator, two

multiplexers, and two memory elements (ME5).
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3.2.1 FSM Background: Mealy vs. Moore

The FSMs were implemented as Moore machines. Moore machines

have the property that their outputs are dependent on the current

state only, not on the inputs. Moore machines, because of the input

and output latches, do not suffer from output stability problems

inherent in Mealy machines, and are thus desirable in systolic

architectures such as the rebound sorter.

A common method of implementing FSMs is with programmable logic

arrays (PLAs). Leiserson [LEI83] pointed out that PLAs have a

geometrically regular physical structure suitable for use in VLSI.

A block diagram of a typical Moore FSM PLA implementation is

shown in Figure 3.10. The inputs and the present state variable are

latched on 0A, the outputs and next state variables on OB.

0A

AND Plane OR Plane

input latch output latch

inputs outputs

OB

Figure 3.10: Moore FSM PLA Block Diagram

3.2.2 General PLA File Description

All PLA descriptions (Appendix B) begin with the input and

output signal declaration followed by the state variables and their

assignments. The state variables were chosen to minimize the next

state logic (i.e., the state changes required on a single variable

change). The equations and/or state definitions follow in the body of

the PLA description. All PLAs were optimized with the Berkeley

Espresso logic minimizer (Brayton (BRA84]), sometimes reducing the

number of minterms by up to 50%. More information about PLAs and

their programming can be found in Advanced Micro Devices Programmable

Logic Array handbook [AMD84] and Kambayashi [KAM79], among others.

Both the processing elements and the pipeline controllers described
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next are implemented as PLA finite state machines. The multiplexers

and comparator elements were implemented as propagating PLAs.

3.2.3 Processing Element

The PE FSM inputs include the clear signal, the teq signal from

the PCs, and the It and gt signals from the comparator. The four PE

FSM states are D1, PV, D2, and PH, corresponding to the state

assignments of 00,10, 11, and 01, respectively. A pictorial

description was shown in Figure 3.6 and Table 3.1.

3.2.4 Pipeline Controller

The PC signals include the clear, the pipelining bits topin,

topout, botin, and botout. The four PC states are A, B, C, and D,

corresponding to the state assignments of 00, 10, 11, and 01,

respectively. A pictorial description was shown in Figure 3.7 and

Table 3.2.

3.2.5 Comparator

The comparator's two logic functions (less than and greater

than) were implemented as three two-level PLAs. A simplified block

diagram of a combinational PLA is shown in Figure 3.11. No memory

elements are needed since the comparator is strictly combinational

logic.

The first two PLAs generate the less-than and greater-than

relations. The boolean equations compare each bit of A with each bit

of B, starting at the most significant bits (msb). If the msbs are

equal then the next msb is compared. A[7..1]=B[7..1] indicates that

A[7]=B[7], A[6]=B[6],..., and A[1]=B[1] .
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lt[7] = not(A[7]) and B[7]

lt[6] = (A[7]=B[7]) and not(A[6]) and B[6]

lt[1] = (A[7..2]=B[7..2]) and not(A[1]) and B[1]

lt(0] = (A[7..1]=B[7..1]) and not(A[0]) and B[0]

it = lt[7] or lt[6] or ... or it[1] or lt[0]

The boolean equations of the greater-than relation (A>B) are

almost identical:

gt[7] = A[7] and not(B[7])

gt[6] = (A[7]=B[7]) and A[6] and not(B[6])

gt[1] = (A[7..2]=B[7..2]) and A[1] and not(B[1])

gt[0] = (A[7..1]=B[7..1]) and A[0] and not(B[0])

gt = gt[7] or gt[6] or ... or gt[1] or gt[0]

The third PLA generates the A[]=B[] function, basically the

XNOR of the individual bits.

A[i]=B[i] = (A[i] and B[i]) or (not(A[i]) and not(B[i]))

= A[i] xnor B[i]

AND Plane
N

LL'

OR Plane

inputs outputs

Figure 3.11: Combinational PLA
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3.2.6 Multiplexer

Two identical multiplexers function as routers for aout and

bout. The inputs are pv to control the direction of data flow, and

the two data buses (one from ain, the other from the output of the

bin shift register (ME)). No memory elements are needed since the

multiplexer is strictly combinational logic. Its block diagram is

shown in Figure 3.11.

The boolean equations simply map the internal data from ain, or

from the bin MEs, out toward aout MEs or bout. Simplified they are:

MuxA[0] =

MuxA[7] =

MuxB[0] =

MuxB[7] =

(pv and ain[C]) or (not(pv) and bin[°])

(pv and ain[7]) or (not(pv) and bin(7])

(not(pv) and ain[°]) or (pv and bin[°])

(not(pv) and ain[7]) or (pv and bin[7])

3.2.7 Memory Elements

The memory elements (ME), or shift registers, consist of two

transparent latches (Figure 3.12). New data is loaded into each latch

on every clock phase. Data coming into the ME is loaded into the

first latch on phase A, and into the second on phase B. The latches

hold the keys for use by the comparators.

OR OB

Figure 3.12: Memory Element Block Diagram
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4. The Rebound Sorter Complexities

The following two sections describe the time and space

complexities of the rebound sorter. This information helps to compare

the rebound sorter architecture with other sorters, both in the

expected performance and in the amount of area required during

implementation.

4.1. Time Complexity of the Rebound Sorter

The time complexity calculations focus on the number of

comparisons needed to sort n keys. The last (the nth) comparator

could potentially compare all n input keys (if they were in reverse

order); the second to last (the nth-1) could compare n-1 input keys;

etc. The first comparator would compare 1 key. Taking the Sum of the

comparisons reveals (for a single processor):

f = number of comparisons

f = (n) + (n,l) + (n-2) + + 2 + 1

f=
i=1

f = (n)(n+1)

2

f = O(n2)

Dividing this result by the number of comparators, n, gives an 0(n)

time complexity in the number of comparisons.

The amount of input/output time necessary to sort a single data

stream is linearly proportional to the size of the stream for this

sorting engine. Timing can be calculated by noting that n I/O

operations are required to load the sorter. Another n I/O operations

are required to output the sorted data yielding a total of 2n I/O

operations. By pipelining input/output operations can occur

concurrently, reducing the time to fill and empty the sorter to n I/O
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operations. Thus the sorting algorithm, with its sequential input and

output, has an 0(n) I/O throughput complexity.

Since the comparison time is overlapped with the I/O time the

combined complexity is 0(n).

4.2. Space Complexity of the Rebound Sorter

The amount of space required to hold the data is found by

calculating the computing and storage area requirements for n keys.

Since only n keys (total) are present in the sorter at any given time

and no additional space is required to hold other data, the space

complexity is 0(n).

There are still many conflicting views as to what physical

space complexity means when dealing with VLSI. This discussion will

not be included in this thesis. Suffice it to say that the area of

the sorter will be dominated by the storage requirements of the keys

being processed, the decision and control structures necessary to

manipulate the data, and overhead area, such as that used for I/O

structures. For a more comprehensive discussion of space-time trade-

offs, see [LEI85] and [TH083].
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5. Sorter Implementation

Implementing the sorter requires an environment to work in (the

silicon compiler), a methodology to work with (hierarchy), and a goal

to attain (matching the design specifications). In the next few

sections I describe these areas, then fill in some of the details of

the design.

5.1. Design Environment

The rebound sorter was designed using the Genesil Silicon

Compiler from Silicon Compiler Systems, Inc. [GEN86]. The Genesil

software was installed on a DEC Micro Vax II operating under Ultrix.

Genesil software allows the user flexibility to test different micro-

architectures and their physical placement on silicon as the design

work progresses.

The compiler environment encourages an iterative "what if"

design approach, letting the user explore a design space thoroughly

with the intention of finding an optimal solution. The emphasis is

placed on the architectural aspects of the design, and not on the low

level circuit details which typically dominate the designer's time in

traditional VLSI design environments. Modules designed in Genesil are

easily modified and simulated again. The architectural design and

testing of the rebound sorter took approximately 3 months.

The Genesil system allows a design hierarchy consisting of

datapath elements, blocks, random logic, general modules, chips, and

chip sets. Datapath elements, blocks, and random logic are at the

bottom level of designs. The datapath elements are created with

standard cell libraries supplied by Genesil. They include shift-

registers, latches, drivers, arithmetic logic units (ALUs), and

multiplexers (the rebound sorter used only the shift registers).

Random logic allows for yet lower levels of abstraction

normally reserved for time or space critical areas in the design or

non-standard logic functions.
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Blocks include random access memory (RAM), read only memory

(ROM), PLAs, and input and output pads for off-chip communication.

General modules, artificial structures used in defining the

system design hierarchy, allow the designer to define local elements

of the hierarchy which include blocks, datapath elements, random

logic, or other general modules in any number or combination.

Chips and chip-sets are at the top levels of the hierarchy.

Chips are built from datapath elements, blocks, random logic, and

other general modules. Chip-sets consists of two or more chips.

5.2. Design Hierarchy

The rebound sorter chip is composed of a hierarchical set of

sixteen nodes and a set of pads (input, output, power, and clock).

The nodes are identical to each other in all respects with the

exception of the reset states associated with the PE FSM's. A single

node was first designed then copied. The PE FSM in the copy was then

modified for a different reset state, and the two instantiated eight

times. The chip and the node hierarchy are shown in Figures 5.1 and

5.2 respectively.

rbs_chip

nodes pads

node_pair0 node_pair7

even_node odd_node

Figure 5.1: Chip Hierarchy
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even or odd node

pc_fsm pe_fsm shi ft_reg exorb 1 t-gt mux

Figure 5.2: Node Hierarchy

Figure 5.3 shows the relationship between the architectural

blocks of the rebound sorter and the compiler components.

rbs_package (chip set)

rbschip (chip)

I I

pads nodes

(block) nodes (general module)

even_node

(blocks) --

even_fsm shift_reg

tag_fsm (datapath)

lt,gt,axorb

mux

Figure 5.3: Compiler vs. Architecture

5.3. Design Specifications

Design requirements are usually set by the need and/or

application. The specifications for the rebound sorter included:

1. High performance

2. Minimum chip size

3. Expandable

4. Ease of application (little or no programming)

5. Use of 16-bit keys/record
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5.4. General Element Design

The PE and PC FSMs are designed as half cycle block PLAs,

giving both an input and output latch on the PLA (a necessary feature

of most FSMs). The state equations were optimized with Espresso. The

ROM or decoder floorplan configurations were chosen later during the

floorplanning stage to minimize chip area.

The comparator and multiplexer are designed as full propagate

PLAs (pure combinational logic). They mapped into two level AND-OR

PLA structures. The comparator, a 6-level function, was broken up

into three separate 2-level function to reduce chip area.

The memory elements (shift registers) are designed with two

transparent latches from the data path group. The latches are clocked

on opposite phases.

Additional components include the pads. They provide drivers,

voltage protection, output enables, latches, etc. between the chip

and the external world. The pads also connect input, output, clock,

power, and ground signals to the chip core. Power and ground are

connected to chip internal pad rings to filter out Vcc and Vdd noise.

The input and output pads are designed with transparent

latches. Data passes through the input and output pads on the

appropriate clock phases. The transparent latch holds data during the

opposite clock phase. The output pads also have high speed drivers

for interchip data transfers. The clock pads convert a user provided

2-phase non-overlapping clock to the internally used OA and OB.

Element design details of the PLA FSMs, the fully propagating

PLAs, the memory elements, and the input pads are shown in Appendix

C. These are representative examples of a few of the forms in the

Genesil system.

5.5. Micro-Architecture Design

The micro architecture design includes more detailed design

work on the components, lower level simulation, connecting up the

nodes hierarchically, floorplan layout, and wire routing.

Connection to the outside world through pads is also described.
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5.5.1 Component Design

This section describes the timing of the sorter's data flow and

control flow elements. The data flow elements consist of the shift

register, the multiplexers, the comparators, and the pads. The

control flow elements consist of the PE and the PC FSMs.

In general the data coming into the chip enters at 8-bits per

clock cycle. Since the rebound sorter can hold 16 16-bit keys it

takes 32 clock cycles to fill the sorter, then another 32 to empty it

(as well as fill it again with the second set of keys). Each byte is

loaded on a OA and, 32 cycles later, is available at the output on a

OB. The keys, as they are sent through the sorter, are made available

to the comparator and PC FSM on OA. It takes one clock phase (OA) to:

1) load one shift register with the first byte (one half of the first

key), 2) compare the key with another, and 3) to set up for the next

phase. The other clock phase (0B) is used to: 1) decide on the

routing for that data, 2) set the multiplexers to route

appropriately, and 3) load the other shift registers with the sorted

byte.

The following is a detailed look at the various pieces of the

rebound sorter, their timing, and their interconnectivity.

The first latch in the shift registers is clocked on OB and

effectively loads the data presented to it from the output of either

the node itself, with a pass horizontal motion, or from the output of

a previous node, with a pass vertical motion. The second latch of the

two was clocked on phase OA, bringing the data from the first latch

"into" the sorter. At this point the data is present on the inputs of

the comparator.

Figure 5.4 shows a section of a larger sorter indicating the

phase relationships between nodes A, B, and C. The bold lines

represent data paths. The "M" represents the multiplexers.
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Figure 5.4: Phase Relationships

The multiplexers are synchronized with the shift register for

correct data routing. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the multiplexer in

relation to the shift registers and a timing example. The outputs of

the multiplexer are used only during 0B when a valid PV (pv or ph) is

received from the PE FSM. The multiplexer must be ready on OB as data

passes from Li- to Ll and from L3 to L3+ for a vertical pass (or from

Li- to L3+ and from L3 to Li for a horizontal pass).
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Figure 5.6: Multiplexer timing example

The comparator is synchronized with the shift register and

multiplexer. Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the layout and a timing

example. The comparator operates on 0A, comparing data while latches

Ll- and L3 are loading. Signals It or gt are latched by the PE FSM at

the end of 0A.
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Figure 5.8: Comparator timing example

The pads are synchronized with the data flow. The pads and

shift registers and timing are shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. Input

data presented to the sorter passes through both the ain pad and

latch Ll, then is latched on 0B. Output data is valid at the bout pad

on 0A.
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Pad timing is crucial to the design of an expandable chip set.

By breaking the end around data path multiple rebound sorter chips

can be cascaded (indefinitely) for longer sorting runs.
Input Data Output Data

OB

09-1 Latch Ll I 1 Latch L3

4. ,
OA

OA

OA

OA

Figure 5.9: Pad Example
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Figure 5.10: Pad Timing Example

The PE and PC FSMs belong to the control flow element group.

These state machines control the routing of data during a sort,

keeping track of which byte is being sorted, and also control

pipelining.

The PE FSM latches inputs from the comparator and PC FSM on OA.

A simplified system is shown again in Figure 5.11 and a timing
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example in Figure 5.12. The pipelining signal is enabled and sent to

the multiplexers on OB.

As an example assume that data is passing horizontally through

the node from latch Ll to L4. During OA, data is loaded into Li from

Ll-, as well as being compared with data from ain by the comparator.

The comparator passes lt to L2 in the PE FSM. OA then completes the

latching of data in Ll and lt in L2. This constitutes the critical

timing path in the design. Present state data is also latched in L2.

When OB occurs, ph is sent via L3 to the multiplexers. Data passes

from Ll through the lower multiplexer and into L4. ain is also routed

to bout. When OB ends, data has traveled from Ll to L4. New data in

Ll- is ready for sorting on the next OA.
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Figure 5.11: PE FSM System
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Figure 5.12: PE FSM System Timing Example

The PE FSM also checks clear and teq inputs, both of which are

tested before gt and lt. Upon receiving a clear signal, the PE FSM

goes into state Dl. It is then ready to test teq, gt, and lt on the

next 0A clock.

The PC FSM latches inputs only from the pipelining bits (and

clear). A simplified system is shown in Figure 5.13. The PC FSM

generates the tag bits, as well as the teq signal, and sends them to

the PE FSM. On 0A following the clear, Ll latches topin and botin.

The PC FSM outputs teq to the PE FSM on the second 0B following the

clear. The PE FSM must synchronize this signal with state Dl.

Therefore the PE FSM starts in state PV then goes to state Di during

the following clock cycle.

As the PC FSM continues to monitor topin and botin, it

generates topout and botout on 0B as appropriate.
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Figure 5.13: PC FSM System.

The general control flow for the PC FSM starts with topin or

botin at Ll, activating teq at L2, sending it to L3, then activating

PV at L4. Figure 5.14 shows the first cycles after the clear.

OB

:CLEAR J
:TOPIN

BOTOUT/BOTIA

:TOPOUT

I

:TE6(=TOPOUT XNOR BOTOUT>

L3 Loaded I I

I

L4 Loaded
I I I

I

PU

Figure 5.14: PC FSM Timing after clear (single node)

5.5.2 Functional Simulation

Simulating in the Genesil environment is broken down into three

related programs:
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1. A zero-delay logic gate simulator

2. An electrical parameter extractor

3. A timing verifier.

The logic simulator allows the designer to verify the logic of

the design. By verifying the design one is assured that the clocked

elements are properly synchronized with respect to their clock

phases, that the FSMs perform as expected, and that the individual

components function together. Simulation usually comes much earlier

in the design cycle than would the layout and routing of the chip and

will be used quite often.

The simulator is a zero-delay simulator operating under the

assumption that all internal signals have propagated between elements

before the next clock pulse comes along. As mentioned earlier the It

and gt outputs of the comparator have the longest propagation delays.

Referring again to Figure 5.11, they start at ain and Ll (on 0A),

continue through the comparator, through latch L2 (on 0A), and finish

at the input of latch L3. To the simulator both latches Ll and L2,

the comparator, and the PE FSM have zero delay.

All simulators must be given a set of test vectors (or files)

on which to operate. Testing the design as early in the design cycle

as possible is desirable in detecting problems early. Each module

should be tested for correct logic functionality, and then, as other

modules are finished, tested in combination with others (hierarchical

testing) for inter-module communication testing. This kind of testing

can both ensure correctness in the design and prevent redundant

testing at any given level of the hierarchy (i.e., one needs to test

only one or two of the duplicated modules rather than every one

before moving up in the hierarchy).

Test vectors can be generated either manually or

"automatically". Smaller components or modules can usually be tested

with a few manually generated vectors. However, modules higher up in

the hierarchy may need significantly more stimuli. Many simulators,

including Genesil, have a high level simulation or test vector
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language capable of generating test vectors from minimal algorithmic

specifications.

In this design I created the vectors manually. At lower levels

very few stimuli were required. As the design progressed, and because

of the regular array of nodes, only the number, not the complexity,

of stimuli needed to be increased.

The test vector file listing inputs and outputs, time

increments, templates, and test vectors is shown in Appendix D. The

first section, Fields, declares the width of the inputs and outputs

and their position in the listing generated during the test.

Templates, the next section, are used as macros to simplify typing

the vectors. The Lineaction section determines the clock increment

step size. The last section, Data, contains the stimuli. The vectors,

written with the Templates, are listed sequentially, starting with a

clear or reset. Each line may contain zero or more stimuli and is

listed in time increasing order. Time increases as per the Lineaction

section; in the test vectors of the rebound sorter they increase

every phase for testing lower levels of the hierarchy, and every

clock cycle at the top levels. The simulator generates 0A and OB by

default, therefore it is not listed.

During a simulation run the simulator reads stimuli from the

test vector file, applies the stimuli to the design under test, then

lists any outputs which may have been generated. The output format is

defined in the Field section and follows the test vectors. Two

representative examples are shown in Appendix D.

Both the parameter extractor and the timing verifier are used

after layout and routing are complete. The parameter extractor

determines capacitances, loads, and power requirements of the design.

It gives information useful for determining interface requirements.

The timing verifier calculates signal propagation delays, and set up

and hold times. It uses these values to calculate the maximum system

clock frequency. In this design the comparator delay was found to be

one of the critical paths and was around 7Ons during OA. Assuming

symmetrical phase timing (OA equal OB) the system clock frequency
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would be greater than 5Mhz. The timing verifier can identify areas in

need of additional design, floorplanning, etc.. A portion of the

timing verifier's results are shown in Appendix E.

5.5.3 Netlisting

Netlisting involves specifying the physical connections between

the various modules in the system (i.e., how they should be wired

together to form larger functional blocks). Netlisting is done at a

level one higher than the design prior to routing.

5.5.4 Floorplanning/Pinout/Fusion/Routing

Each level of the design hierarchy requires floorplanning or

block/module placement, pinout at the object boundary, and signal

routing. Blocks and modules are used here interchangeably.

The edges through which the signals are to enter or leave the

blocks are specified during signal placement and pinout. Genesil

routes signals to these edges and it is up to the designer to choose

this signal placement. Some portions of the design density are

affected by this layout and by careful choice the designer can

decrease his overall design density.

For example, the PLA floorplan is routed with its signals

propagating from specific edges of its module. Asking the router to

place these signals at an opposite edge may increase its size, thus

decreasing the overall density of the design.

In the floorplanning stage the blocks are placed as close

together as possible to minimize the overall wiring complexity and

wiring crossovers. The block edges are placed near, and aligned with,

their respective signal destinations. The blocks or modules can be

turned, rotated, or flipped into any position to minimize possible

signal crossovers. Many floorplanning iterations are usually

required. After each iteration, the new layout can be routed and

compared with the previous ones.

After floorplanning the various modules are fused together,

either by the system or by the designer. Fusing creates wiring
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channels into which are placed the signals during routing. The

channels allow the designer more control over the routing process.

Appendix F shows a block placement before and after routing.

Routing also generates additional information about the design.

This information includes the size of the module, the number of

transistors used, chip power dissipation, timing, capacitive loading

etc.. Routing may also change the layout slightly as the modules

shift to create space in the routing channels for the signals.

5.5.5 Pads

Pads are created at the top level of the design hierarchy

(Figure 5.1) and are placed on the ready-to-route design during

floorplanning. Pad connections to the chip carrier are also

specified. These connections must be placed such that the length of

the bonding wires is minimized. In this design the pads were placed

close to the end of the signal's route, then the bonding wires

attached to the chip carrier at the closest point.

5.6. Results

There are many micro-architectures suitable for implementing

the rebound sorter. Clock speed and chip size were the key attributes

to be optimized. Many design iterations occurred as new ideas were

developed. One critical path affecting the maximum clock speed was

found to be in the comparator. By simply repartitioning the PLA from

a six to a two level description, the time delay associated with this

critical path dropped from 375 nanoseconds to 70 nanoseconds. The

size of the comparator also dropped from around 7000 to 1050 square

mils. Table 5.1 compares these and other results. The extra space

needed for routing is not added to the totals listed, therefore the

numbers cannot be added in a straightforward manner.
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Item Initial Design Final Design
Size of
Comparator

Single Piece
7000sq/mils

Partitioned
1050sq/mils

Size of
Multiplexers

Single Piece
1320sq/mils

Partitioned
1030sq/mils

Size of
Shift Registers

Single Piece
850sq/mils

Partitioned
710sq/mils

Size of PC FSM Algorithm 1
490sq/mils

Algorithm 1 redone
286sq/mils

Comparator Speed Single Piece
lt,gt: 235ns
eq: 374ns

Partitioned
lt,gt: 7Ons
eq: n/a

No. of terms in
PC FSM

First design:
No optimization: 13

Last design:
Optimized: 7

No. of terms in
PE FSM

First design:
No optimization: 10

Last design:
Optimized: 7

Total PE size As big as
10,000sq/mils

Down to
6600sq/mils

Table 5.1: Single Node Design Comparisons
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6. Conclusion and Extensions

6.1. Summary

The rebound sorter is an 0(n) sorter. Using n sorting nodes it

sorts n 16-bit keys using a modification of T.C. Chen's algorithm.

Actual sorting time overlaps data input and output. Each node

compares 8-bit keys at a time and routes them according to their

magnitude. System performance is expected to be 100 to 1000 times

faster than software based sorting.

Each node is made up of a comparator, two memory elements, two

multiplexers, and two finite state machines.

Only one node was actually designed. It was duplicated 8 times.

After the node design, module placement, pinout, node layout,

netlisting, simulation, pad placement, and package selection, the

chip design was complete.

This thesis dealt with a system architecture potentially useful

in data base machines, graphic systems, signal processing structures,

and many other applications. Equally important in the thesis was the

development and utilization of a design methodology consisting of

both top-down and bottom up approach. Throughout the design process

the layout was tightened to decrease size, the sorting algorithm

optimized, and the architecture rearranged to achieve higher

performance.

There were a number of areas of omission including designing

for test, high level models for use in larger simulations (like

extending the executable specifications program), key to record

association (matching the keys to the appropriate record when done

sorting), the merge unit and controller design, and actually testing

the chip after manufacture. These are discussed more in the Future

Exercises section.
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6.2. Concluding Remarks

A 16 node rebound sorter is now ready for fabrication. Its

total silicon size is slightly less than 160,000 square mils

(400x400mils) in 2 micron CMOS technology.

The fields of digital design and computer architecture are

continuously growing as new technologies emerge. Faster design

methods and tools are introduced continuously. Design iteration is

becoming less expensive, and the quality of designs increasing. The

tools used in this work decreased the total time to perform

architecture and layout from years to months. There is certainly

power in this methodology and tool set. Redesign requires merely

moving parts around, recompiling or breaking up a PLA, or duplicating

a module.

The silicon compiler allowed fast design, test, redesign, and

retest. One might argue that this process makes one lazy in the

analysis and thought process. On the other hand, it allows one to

look at higher architectural level issues without getting consumed by

the mass of low level details. It also allows one to experiment and

be creative.

6.3. Future Exercises

A number of areas were not explored during the course of the

design activity:

1. Random logic may possibly be used in some of the modules to

decrease size and increase throughput, e.g., the comparator.

2. The PE FSM algorithms need to be extended to accept variable

length keys. Presently the four-state FSM handles two 8-bit integers

(1 key). A "FOR" loop implementation would help in extending the

size. The FSM would need to be programmable to handle this form of

sorting. See Tanaka [TAN851 for work and ideas in sorting variable

length character strings. Longer shift registers or their RAM

equivalent are needed to handle longer keys. The PC FSM could remain

the same size if the pipeline control bits were incorporated into the

shift registers.
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3. Records and record pointers were discussed little in this

design. They present a particular problem to either keep track of, or

to move around with the key. They could either be sorted along with

the keys in the shift registers or in an external "pointer router". A

pointer router would handle the record pointers for the rebound

sorter. It would be almost another sorter but without the

comparators. It would be controlled by the pv signal generated by

each node. M.J. Carey, et.al. [CAR82] solved this by including 8-bit

record pointers in the sorter, D.W. Bouldin [BOU85] included the

whole record, and S. Rajgopal [RAJ86] returned an index of the key

rather than the sorted keys.

4. The comparator and multiplexers are used on one clock phase

and idle on the other. Together they take up almost 60% of the total

module area (not including route space). It might be possible to sort

four data streams in the chip or decrease the number of comparators

and multiplexers by making use of this fact. One idea comes from the

up-down sorter described by D.T.Lee [LEE81]. They use n comparators

in sorting 2n keys.

5. The user of the rebound chip is required to provide a single

inverter at the top of the sorter to invert the pipeline bits as they

pass from topout to topin. The inverter could be included in the

design, requiring only a jumper to connect (for the top level) or

left open (for non-top level chips).

6. The sorting engine could potentially be used in a dedicated

data-base computer system. With the rebound sorter performing an

operation on every clock cycle the data-base computer would have to

be capable of handling the high throughput of the sorter. A DMA

controller could be incorporated into the overall system design. This

area needs to be addressed. A merger also needs to be defined for

memory management between the various ram or disk buffers.

7. A set of handshaking signals is needed to control the

sorting process. Data Ready, Data Valid, Data Acknowledge could be

used to provide some sort of control over the sort. This would be

used in the DMA controller as well.
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8. The whole area of testability needs to be explored. As

functionality increases testability issues become more difficult to

answer. How many test vectors would be required to completely test

this device? From this we can calculate the time required to test it.

How much time would we save, and how much would it cost, if we added

a set of internal test points? Where would we add them?

9. A test bed must be designed to hold the rebound sorter after

manufacture. This environment must provide all power, ground, and

clock signals, as well as the input data needed to test the sorter.
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Appendix A: Executable Specifications

(*****************************
(* Declarations sections for
(* the rebound sorter
(*
*

(* developed by John Bate
(* 9/25/87
(*

(* using LightSpeed Pascal
(*

(*

(* Contains constants, types
(* and variables
(****************************)

UNIT declarations;
INTERFACE

CONST
FIRST_NODE = 1; (* must be a 1 *)
LAST NODE = 16; (* can be anything *)

(* states of PE FSM *)
D1 = 0; (* first decision state *)
D2 = 1; (* second decision state *)
PV = 2; (* pass vertical state *)
PH = 3; (* pass horizontal state *)

(* states of PC FSM *)
A = 0; (* topin = 1, botin = 0 *)
B = 2; (* topin = 1, botin = 0 *)

C = 3; (* topin = 0, botin = 1 *)
D = 1; (* topin = 0, botin = 1 *)

TYPE

signal = boolean;
bit = boolean;
latch = integer;

la_pe_record = RECORD
ns : latch;
clear : bit;
teq : signal;
lt, gt : signal;

END;
lb_pe_record = RECORD

ps : latch;
pv : signal;

END;
pe record = RECORD

la : la_pe_record; (* phase a latch *)
lb : lb_pe_record; (* phase b latch *)

(* general electrical entity *)
(* a bit of a latch *)
(* a latch can hold only an integer *)

(* phase a latch *)
(* new state *)

(* tags are equal input *)
(* lt and gt from comparator *)

(* phase b latch *)
(* present state output*)
(* pass vertical signal to muxes*)

(* processing element *)
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END; (* end pe_record *)
la_pc_record = RECORD (* phase a latch *)

ns : latch; (* next state *)
clear : bit;
topin, botin : bit;

END;
lb_pc_record = RECORD (* phase b latch *)

ps : latch; (* present state *)
topout, botout : signal;
teq : signal; (* tags are equal *)

END;
pc_record = RECORD

la : la_pc_record; (* phase a latch *)
lb : lb_pc_record; (* phase b latch *)

END; (* end pc_record *)

sr_record = RECORD (* shift register record *)
la : latch; (* phase a latch *)
lb : latch; (* phase b latch *)

END;

node_record = RECORD (* sorter node record *)
pe_fsm : pe_record; (* processing element record *)
pc_fsm : pc_record; (* pipeline control element record

sra, srb : sr_record; (* shift register records *)
END;

VAR
chip : ARRAY[FIRST_NODE..LAST_NODE] OF node_record;
clear : signal; (* clear signal *)
ain, bout : integer; (* input and output data *)
loop : integer; (* set to indicate number of iterations *)

IMPLEMENTATION
(* nothing in this part *)
END.
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(*********************)

(* Init unit *)
(* for the rebound sorter *)
(* Initializes the sorter *)
(********************)
(**)

(* written by John Bate *)
(* 9/25/87 *)
(*using LightSpeed Pascal *)
(*********************)

UNIT init;
INTERFACE

USES
declarations;

PROCEDURE initialize;

IMPLEMENTATION

PROCEDURE initialize; (* initialize the sorter *)
(* pascal seems to want boolean variables initialized *)
(* The values used were choosen at "random", *)
(* at least enough so that they don't make sense *)
VAR

node : integer;
BEGIN

FOR node := FIRST_NODE TO LAST_NODE DO
BEGIN

(* init pc *)
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.teq := FALSE;
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.topout := TRUE;
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.botout := TRUE;
chip[node].pc_fsm.la.topin := TRUE;
chip[node].pc_fsm.la.botin := TRUE;
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.ps := B;
chip[node].pc_fsm.la.ns := D;

(* init pe *)
chip[node].pe_fsm.lb.pv := TRUE;
chip[node].pe_fsm.la.lt := TRUE;
chip[node].pe_fsm.la.gt := TRUE;
chip[node].pe_fsm.la.teq := TRUE;
chip[node].pe_fsm.la.ns := PH;
chip[node].pe_fsm.lb.ps := PH;

END;
END;

END. (* implementation *)
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(*****************************)

(* The Rebound Sorter *)
(**)

(* written by John Bate *)
(* 9/25/87 *)
(* using LightSpeed Pascal V1.0*)
(**)

(* written using a Macintosh Plus, *)

(* having System 3.2 and Finder 5.3 *)
(****************************)

PROGRAM rebound;

USES
declarations, init, debug;

PROCEDURE phaseA;

PROCEDURE phaseA start;
(* shift the data into phase A latches *)
(* shift the appropriate tag bits also *)

VAR
node : integer;

BEGIN
FOR node := FIRST_NODE TO LAST_NODE DO

BEGIN
chip[node].sra.la := chip[node].sra.lb; (* shift the

data *)
chip[node].srb.la := chip[node].srb.lb;
chip[node].pe_fsm.la.clear := clear;
chip[node].pc_fsm.la.clear := clear;
chip[node].pe_fsm.la.teq := chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.teq;
IF node <> FIRST_NODE THEN

chip[node].pc_fsm.la.topin := chip[node
1].pc_fsm.lb.botout;

IF node <> LAST_NODE THEN
chip[node].pc_fsm.la.botin := chip[node +

1].pc_fsm.lb.topout;
END;

chip[FIRST_NODE].pc_fsm.la.topin := NOT
chip[FIRST_NODE].pc_fsm.lb.topout;

chip[LAST_NODE].pc_fsm.la.botin :=
chip[LAST_NODE].pc_fsm.lb.botout;

END; (* phaseA start *)

PROCEDURE phaseA middle;
(* propagate all comparisons through to pe latch la

VAR
node : integer;

BEGIN
FOR node := FIRST_NODE TO LAST_NODE DO

CASE node OF
FIRST_NODE : (* special case *)

IF ain < chip[node].srb.la THEN
BEGIN

chip[node].pe_fsm.la.lt := TRUE;

*)
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THEN

chip[node].pe_fsm.la.gt := FALSE;
END

ELSE IF ain > chip[node].srb.la THEN
BEGIN

chip[node].pe_fsm.la.gt := TRUE;
chip[node].pe_fsm.la.lt := FALSE;

END
ELSE (* they are equal *)

BEGIN
chip[node].pe_fsm.la.gt := FALSE;

END;
[node].pe_fsm.la.lt := FALSE;

OTHERWISE (* all the other nodes *)
IF chip[node 1].sra.la < chip[node].srb.la THEN

BEGIN
chip[node].pe_fsm.la.lt := TRUE;
chip[node].pe_fsm.la.gt := FALSE;

END
ELSE IF chip[node - 1].sra.la > chip[node].srb.la

BEGIN
chip[node].pe_fsm.la.gt := TRUE;
chip[node].pe_fsm.la.lt := FALSE;

END
ELSE (* they are equal *)

BEGIN
chip[node].pe_fsm.la.gt := FALSE;
chip[node].pe_fsm.la.lt := FALSE;

END;
END; (* end case *)

END; (* phaseA middle *)

PROCEDURE phaseA_end;
(* goto next state *)

VAR
node : integer;

BEGIN
FOR node := FIRST_NODE TO LAST_NODE DO

BEGIN
chip[node].pe_fsm.la.ns := chip[node].pe_fsm.lb.ps;
chip[node].pe_fsm.la.ns := chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.ps;

END;
END; (* phaseA end *)

BEGIN (* phase A
phaseA_start;
phaseAmiddle;
phaseA_end;

END;

PROCEDURE phaseB;

*)

PROCEDURE set_pe_present_state (node : integer);
(* This routine sets up the processing element state.*)
(* Check the input variables and go to the appropriate *)

(* next state. Also, drive the right output variables. *)
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BEGIN
IF chip[node].pe_fsm.la.clear = TRUE THEN
(* The FIRST_NODE must be set to PV on CLEAR, *)
(* and it is declared as 1, therefore it is odd. Change *)
(* this section if FIRST_NODE is declared as 0. *)

BEGIN
IF odd(node) THEN

chip[node].pe_fsm.lb.ps := PV
ELSE

chip[node].pe_fsm.lb.ps := Dl;
chip[node].pe_fsm.lb.pv := TRUE;

END
ELSE (* CLEAR signal is false *)

CASE chip[node].pe_fsm.la.ns OF
D1 :

IF chip[node].pe_fsm.la.teq = TRUE THEN
(* if teq=TRUE then pipe is at least partially full. *)

IF chip[node].pe_fsm.la.lt = TRUE THEN (* It *)
BEGIN

chip[node].pe_fsm.lb.ps := PH;
chip[node].pe_fsm.lb.pv := FALSE;

END
ELSE IF chip[node].pe_fsm.la.gt = TRUE THEN (* gt

BEGIN
chip(node].pe_fsm.lb.ps := PV;
chip[node].pe_fsm.lb.pv := TRUE;

END
ELSE (* eq *)

BEGIN
chip[node].pe_fsm.lb.ps := D2;
chip[node].pe_fsm.lb.pv := TRUE;

END
ELSE (* teq is FALSE *)

(* pipe doesn't have enough data yet *)
BEGIN

chip[node].pe_fsm.lb.ps := PV;
chip[node].pe_fsm.lb.pv := TRUE;

END;
PV :

BEGIN
chip[node].pe_fsm.lb.ps := Dl;
chip[node].pe_fsm.lb.pv := TRUE;

END;
D2 :

IF chip[node].pe_fsm.la.lt = TRUE THEN
BEGIN

chip[node].pe_fsm.lb.ps := Dl;
chip[node].pe_fsm.lb.pv := FALSE;

END
ELSE

BEGIN
chip (node] pe_f sm. lb .ps := Dl;

ENDc;hiP

[node] . pe_f sm. lb .pv := TRUE;

PH :
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BEGIN
chip[node].pe_fsm.lb.ps := Dl;
chip[node].pe_fsm.lb.pv := FALSE;

END;
END; (* end case *)

END; (* setpepresent_state *)

PROCEDURE setpcpresent_state (node : integer);
(* This routine sets up the pipeline controllers state. *)

BEGIN
IF chip[node].pc_fsm.la.clear = TRUE THEN

BEGIN
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.ps := A;
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.teg := FALSE;
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.botout := FALSE;
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.topout := FALSE;

END
ELSE (* clear is false *)

CASE chip[node].pc_fsm.la.ns OF
A :

IF chip[node].pc_fsm.la.topin = TRUE THEN
BEGIN

chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.ps := B;
chip(node].pc_fsm.lb.teg := FALSE;
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.botout := TRUE;
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.topout := FALSE;

END
ELSE

BEGIN
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.ps := A;
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.teg := TRUE;
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.botout := FALSE;

ENDc;hiP
(nodel.pc_fsm.lb.topout := FALSE;

B :

IF chip[node].pc_fsm.la.botin = FALSE THEN
BEGIN

chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.ps := B;
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.teg := FALSE;
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.botout := TRUE;
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.topout := FALSE;

END
ELSE

BEGIN
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.ps := C;
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.teg := TRUE;
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.botout := TRUE;
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.topout := TRUE;

END;
C :

IF chip[node].pc_fsm.la.topin = FALSE THEN
BEGIN

chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.ps := D;
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.teq := FALSE;
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.botout := FALSE;
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.topout := TRUE;
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END
ELSE

BEGIN
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.ps := C;
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.teq := TRUE;
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.botout := TRUE;
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.topout := TRUE;

END;
D

IF chip[node].pc_fsm.la.botin = TRUE THEN
BEGIN

chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.ps := D;
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.teq := FALSE;
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.botout := FALSE;
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.topout := TRUE;

END
ELSE

BEGIN
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.ps := A;
chip[node).pc_fsm.lb.teg := TRUE;
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.botout := FALSE;
chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.topout := FALSE;

END;
END; (* end case *)

END; (* set_pc_present_state *)

PROCEDURE phaseB_start;
(* Set up the present states in each node. *)

VAR
node : integer;

BEGIN
FOR node := FIRST_NODE TO LAST_NODE DO

BEGIN
set_pe_present_state(node);
set_pc_present_state(node);

END
END; (* phaseB_start *)

PROCEDURE do_first_node;
(* Do only the first node, *)
(* a special case when shifting data. *)
(* Input and output data here. *)

BEGIN
(* Input and output *)
(* load sra.lb *)
IF chip[FIRST_NODE].pe_fsm.lb.pv = TRUE THEN

BEGIN
bout := chip[FIRST_NODE].srb.la;
chip[FIRST_NODE].sra.lb := ain;

END
ELSE (* pass horizontal *)

BEGIN
bout := ain;
chip[FIRST_NODE].sra.lb := chip[FIRST_NODE].srb.la

END;
(* load srb.lb *)
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IF FIRST_NODE <> LAST_NODE THEN
(* there are at least two nodes *)

BEGIN
IF chip[FIRST_NODE + 1].pe_fsm.lb.pv = TRUE THEN (* pv

*)

chip[FIRST_NODE].srb.lb := chip[FIRST_NODE +
1].srb.la

ELSE
chip[FIRST_NODE].srb.lb := chip[FIRST_NODE].sra.la

END;
END;

PROCEDURE do_middle_node (node : integer);
(* Do all the nodes which aren't the first or last node. *)
BEGIN
(* load sra.lb *)
IF chip[node].pe_fsm.lb.pv = TRUE THEN

chip[node].sra.lb := chip[node 1].sra.la
ELSE (* pass horizontal *)

chip[node].sra.lb := chip[node].srb.la;
(* load srb.lb *)
IF chip[node + 1].pe_fsm.lb.pv = TRUE THEN (* pv *)

chip[node].srb.lb := chip[node + 1].srb.la
ELSE (* pass horizontal *)

chip[node].srb.lb := chip[node].sra.la;
END;

PROCEDURE do_last_node;
(* Do only the last node, except if there is only one. *)

BEGIN
(* load srb.lb end around *)
chip[LAST_NODE].srb.lb := chip[LAST_NODE].sra.la;

(* load sra.lb *)
IF chip[LAST_NODE].pe_fsm.lb.pv = FALSE THEN

chip[LAST_NODE].sra.lb := chip[LAST_NODE].srb.la
ELSE IF LAST_NODE <> FIRST_NODE THEN

chip[LAST_NODELsra.lb := chip[LAST_NODE - 1].sra.la;
END;

PROCEDURE phaseB_end;
VAR

node : integer;
BEGIN

do_first_node;
FOR node := FIRST_NODE + 1 TO LAST_NODE - 1 DO

do_middle_node(node);
do_last_node;

END; (* phaseB_end *)

BEGIN (* phase B *)
phaseB_start;
phaseB_end;

END;

FUNCTION getbyte : integer;
(* generate a random byte of range 0 to 255 *)
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BEGIN
getbyte := abs(random MOD 255);

END;

PROCEDURE reset;
(* reset the chip *)
VAR

node : integer;
BEGIN

clear := TRUE;
phaseA;
clear := FALSE;
phaseB;

(* extra cycle to let teq get to pe
phaseA;
phaseB;

END;

*)

PROCEDURE printab; (* print current value of Ain and Bout *)
BEGIN

writeln('ain=', ain : 4, ' bout=', bout : 4);
END;

PROCEDURE sort;
VAR

node : integer;
BEGIN

FOR node := FIRST_NODE TO LAST_NODE DO
BEGIN

(* first byte *)
ain := getbyte;
phaseA;
phaseB;
printab;

(* second byte *)
ain := getbyte;
phaseA;
phaseB;
printab;

END;
writeln;

END;

BEGIN (* main *)
initialize;
showtext;
writeln('Sorting...');
writeln;
reset;
FOR loop := 1 TO 2 DO

sort;
writeln('Finished sorting');

END.
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(*******************)

(* Debug unit *)
(**)

(* Contains debug routines *)
(**)

(********************)

(* written by John Bate *)
(* 9/25/87 *)
(* using LightSpeed Pascal *)
(********************)

UNIT debug;
INTERFACE

USES
declarations;

(* no arguments to the following routines *)
PROCEDURE printpc; (* print contents of pipeline controller *)
PROCEDURE printpe; (* print contents of processing element *)
PROCEDURE printsr; (* print contents of shift register *)

IMPLEMENTATION

PROCEDURE printpc; (* print contents of pipeline controller *)
VAR

node : integer;
BEGIN

FOR node := FIRST_NODE TO LAST_NODE DO
BEGIN

writeln(' pc_fsm ', node . 2, ' I),
write(chip[node].pc_fsm.la.topin : 1);
writeln(", chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.topout : 1);

write(chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.botout : 1);
writeln(", chip[node].pc_fsm.la.botin : 1);

write('teq= chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.teq : 1);
write(' ns= chip[node].pc_fsm.la.ns : 1);
write(' ps= chip[node].pc_fsm.lb.ps : 1);
writeln(' clear= ', chip[node].pc_fsm.la.clear : 1);

END;
writeln(' 1).

END;

PROCEDURE printsr; (* print contents of shift register *)
(* a very useful routine, also prints pv variable *)
VAR

node : integer;
BEGIN

FOR node := FIRST_NODE TO LAST_NODE DO
BEGIN

writeln(' sr ', node : 2, ' ');
write(chip[node].sra.lb : 4);

writeln(' chip[node].srb.la : 4);

write(chip[node].sra.la : 4);
writeln(' chip[node].srb.lb : 4);



writeln('pv= '

END;
writeln('

END;

chip[node].pe_fsm.lb.pv : 1);
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PROCEDURE printpe; (* print contents of processing element *)
VAR

node : integer;
BEGIN

FOR node := FIRST_NODE TO LAST_NODE DO
BEGIN

writeln(' pe_fsm ', node . 2, ' ');
write('gt= chip[node].pe_fsm.la.gt : 1);
writeln(' lt= chip[node].pe_fsm.la.lt : 1);

writeln('pv= chip[node].pe_fsm.lb.pv : 1);

write('teq= chip[node].pe_fsm.la.teq : 1);
write(' ns= chip[node].pe_fsm.la.ns : 1);
write(' ps= chip[node].pe_fsm.lb.ps : I);
writeln(' clear= ', chip[node].pe_fsm.la.clear : 1);

END;
writeln(' ');

END;

END. (* end implementation *)



Appendix B: Pia Descriptions

/*************************************
* even_fsm_pla
*

* pla source for the even side of
* the rebound sorter processing element.
*

*************************************/

pla source
inputs

lt, /* contents of shift reg: A<B */
gt, /* contents of shift reg: A>B */
teq, /* tag bits are - meaning don't pipe */
clear; /* to clear the fsm */

outputs p_v;

local Y1,Y2; /* next state feedback variables */

state
namepe_current state;
signals-Y1,Y2;
value-D1,00;
value-PH,01;
value=PV,10;
value- D2,11;

endstate

equations
fsm pe_current_state:

on clear goto D1 driving p_v
state D1

on "teq goto PV driving p
''''von It goto PH /* driving pv */

on gt goto PV driving p_v
always goto D2 driving p_v

state PH

state PV

always goto D1 /* driving "pv */

always goto D1 driving p_v

state D2
on It goto D1 /* driving "p v */
/* on gt goto D1 driving p_T, */
always goto D1 driving p_v

endfsm
end

B: EVEN PE FSM
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/ ****** *** *********** *****************
* odd_fsm_pla
*

* pla source for the odd side of
* the rebound sorter processing element.*

/
pla source
inputs

lt, /* contents of shift reg: A<B */
gt, /* contents of shift reg: A>B */
teq, /* tag bits are meaning don't pipe */
clear; /* to clear the fsm */

outputs p_v;

local Y1,Y2; /* next state feedback variables */

state

nameTe_current_state;
signalsY1,Y2;
valueD1,00;
valuePH,01;
valuePV,10;
valueD2,11;

endstate

equations
fsm pe_current_state:

on clear goto PV driving p_v
state D1

on "teq goto PV driving p
''''von lt goto PH /* driving pv */

on gt goto PV driving p_v
always goto D2 driving p_v

state PH

state PV

always goto D1 /* driving "p_v */

always goto D1 driving p_v

state D2
on It goto D1 /* driving "p_v */
/* on gt goto D1 driving p_v */
always goto Dl driving p_v

endfsm
end

B: ODD PE FSM
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/*****************************
* tag fsm

* definition for the tag bit
* in the rebound sorter. This
* controls the pipelining of
* system.
****** ***** ******** ***** ******/

pla source

input topin; /* bit coming in from top */
input botin;
input clear;

output topout;
output botout;
output teq; /* tags are equal */

local T1,T0;

state name -ps; /* present state */
signals-T1,TO;
value -A,00;
value-B,10;
value-C,11;
value -D,01;

endstate

equations

fsm ps:

on clear goto A

end

state A
on topin goto B driving botout
always goto A driving teq

state B
on "botin goto B driving botout
always goto C driving topout botout teqstate C
on "topin goto D driving topout
always goto C driving topout botout teq

state D
on botin goto D driving topout
always goto A driving teq

endfsm

B: PC FSM
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/********* ***** *** ***** ****

* axb_pla_source
*

* define the AIN XOR BIN function
*

*********** ***** ******** *********/

pla_source

inputs xain[7:11, xbin[7:1];
outputs axorb[7:1];

equations

end

axorb[1]-"xain[1]*xbin[1]+xain[1]*"xbin[1];
axorb[2].."xain[2]*xbin[2]+xain[2]*-xbin[2];
axorb[3]-"xain[3]*xbin[3]+xain[3]*"xbin[3];
axorb[4]"xain[4]*xbin[4]+xain[4]*-xbin[4];
axorb[5]="xain[5]*xbin[5]+xain[5]*"xbin[5];
axorb[6]="xain[6]*xbin[6)+xain[6]*"xbin[6];
axorb[7]-"xain[7]*xbin[7]+xain[7]*-xbin[7];

B: XNOR PLA

/ ***** ** ***** * ******** **************

* muxa_pla
*

* 8 bit mux
* used to route data from
* rebound sorter
*

* written by john bate
* /
pla_source

input mbin[7:0]; /* second bus input */
input main[7:0]; /* one bus input */
input p_v; /* pass_vertical line; H -pass vertical */

outputs maout[7:0]; /* bus output */

equations

end

maout[0]=p_v*main[0] +
maout[11-p_v*main[1] +
maout[2]=p_v*main[2] +
maout[3]..p_v*main[3] +
maout[4]-p_v*main[4] +
maout[5]..p_v*main[5] +
maout[6] =p_v*main[6] +
maout[7]..p_v*main[7] +

"p_v*mbin[0];
p_v*mbin[1];

"p-v*mbin[2];- p v*mbin[3];
p=v*mbin[4];

"p-v*mbin[5];-
p-v*mbin[6];- p_v*mbin[7];

B: Multiplexer PLA
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/****************************

* comp_pla
*

* compare two numbers and outputs
* gt (greater than) or It (less than)

********* ***** ***********************/

pla_source

inputs cain[7:0],cbin[7:0],caxorb(7:11;
outputs gt,lt;

/*************** ******** *
* It a<b
****** ****** *************/

equations

lt="cain[7]*cbin(71+.
caxorb[7]*-cain[6]*cbin[6]+
"caxorb[7]*-caxorb(61*-cain[5]*cbin[5]+
"caxorb[7]*-caxorb[6]*-caxorb[5)*-cain(4)*cbin[4]+
"caxorb[7]*-caxorb[6]*-caxorb[5]*-caxorb[4]*-cain[3]*cbinf3)+
"caxorb(7]*-caxorb[6]*-caxorb[5]*-caxorb[4]*-caxorb[3]*"cain(2]*cbin[2]+
"caxorb[7]*-caxorb[6]*-caxorb[51*-caxorb[4]*-caxorb[3]*"caxorb[2]*

"cain[1]*cbin[11+
"caxorb(71*-caxorb[6]*-caxorb[51*-caxorb(41*-caxorb(3]*-caxorb(21*-caxorb(1)*

"cain[0]*cbin[0];

/***********************
* gt a>b
************************/

gt,*"cbin(7]*cain[7]+
"caxorb[7]*-cbin[6]*cain[6]+
"caxorb[71*-caxorb[6]*-cbin[5]*cain[51+-

caxorb[7]*-caxorb[6]*-caxorb(51*-cbin[4]*cain[4]+
"caxorb[7] *-caxorb[6]*-caxorb[5]*-caxorb[4]*-cbin[3]*cain(3)+.

caxorb(7)*-caxorb[6]*-caxorb[5]*-caxorb[4]*-caxorb[3]*-cbin(2)*cain(2)+
"caxorb[7]*-caxorb[6)*-caxorb(5]*-caxorb(41*-caxorb[3]*-caxorb[2]*

-cbin(11*cain[11+
"caxorb[7]*-caxorb(61*-caxorb[5]*-caxorb[4]*-caxorb[3]*-caxorb[2]*-caxorb(1)*

-cbin[0]*cain(0];

end

B: Comparator PLA
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Appendix C: Element Design Details

****** *************** ** ******* * ******** *******************************v*********
Sun Nov 1 14:44:41 1987

PLA: -genjbate/jbate/nodes0/odd fsm PLA Block Editor
****** ************* ***** ****** *W*** *********** * ******* ****** ***** **** ******** ***

PLA Functional Specification:

Ancillary file: >odd fsm pla
Timing: FULL PROPAGATE INPUT LATCH

OUTPUT LATCH HALF -CYCLE
HALF PRECHARGED FULL PRECHARGED

Floorplan: ROM DECODER
Drivers: HIGH SPEED LOW AREA
Optimizer: NONE UC BERKELEY ESPRESSO

Use estimate:
Size Estimate:

YES NO

Phase A
Phase B

>PHASE A
>PHASE B

Connectors:
(PHASE A)
(PHASE B)

C: PE FSM Design Detail

****************** ***** *********************** ***** ******************** ***** ****
Sun Nov 1 14:48:10 1987

PLA: -genjbate/jbate/nodes0/comp
PLA Block Editor************* ***** ******** ***** * ***** ******************* * ***** ******** **********

PLA Functional Specification:

Ancillary file: >comp pla
Timing: FULL PROPAGATE INPUT LATCH

OUTPUT LATCH HALF -CYCLE
HALF PRECHARGED FULL PRECHARGED

Floorplan: ROM DECODER
Drivers: HIGH SPEED LOW AREA
Optimizer: NONE UC BERKELEY ESPRESSO

Use estimate:
Size Estimate:

YES NO

Connectors:

C: Comparator Design Detail
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********************************************************************************
Sat Jun 13 16:05:40 1987

Parallel Datapath: <ip/nodes/nodes0 7/nodes0 3/nodes0/sra DATAPATH Block Editor
********T**************************W********T*** ***** ***************************

DATAPATH Functional Specification:
Width:
Phase A:
Phase B:

> 8

>PHASE A (PHASE A)
>PHASE B (PHASE B)

Bus A Name:>BUS A
Driver:
Out Left: YES NO

Bus B Name:>BUS B
Driver:
Out Left: YES NO

Number of slices:

DIRECT PRECHARGE TRISTATE NONE
Out Right:YES NO

DIRECT PRECHARGE TRISTATE NONE
Out Right:YES NO

> 0

COPY DEL EDIT FLIP MOVE
COPY DEL EDIT FLIP MOVE
COPY DEL EDIT FLIP MOVE
COPY DEL EDIT FLIP MOVE

Blocks:
0: >PORTO (flip,general port)
1: >INTER (interface)
2: >INTER2 (interface)
3: >PORT3 (general port)

C: Memory Element Design Detail

********************************************************************************
Sun Nov 1 15:19:24 1987

PAD: -genjbate/jbate/rbs chip set/rbs chip/ain Pad Block Editor
********* ***** **********w****W** ***** W ** * ******* * ******* *************** ***** ****

PAD Functional Specification:

Pad Type

Data Flow:
Input Processing:
Input Driver:
Inverting Driver:
Change pitch:
Width:

DATA VSS
TM" STROBE
IN OUT
SIMPLE PARITY
NO CLOCK DIRECT
YES NO
YES NO
> 8

VDD CLOCK
CLKPROCIN ANALOG
IO
SHIFT SYNCHRONIZER
TRISTATE PRECHARGED

Data: >padain
Bonding Pads:

(DATA)

Phase B:
Data In:

>PHASE B
>ain

Connectors:
(PHASE B)
(DIN)

C: AIN Design Detail
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Appendix D: Test Vectors

/******************* ****** ************
*

* rbs_chip_tv2
*

* test vector for the rbs chip as a set
* test with cycles
*

* this is test file
* needed for testing the sorter.
*

**************************************/

$define In input,Par.."to-1"
$define Out Output,Par-"to-2"
$define Def Default
$define Pos Position
$define Len Length
$define Expr Expression

Fields (

padclear (In,Pos9,Len..1) {Def -0;}
padtopin (In,Pos13,Ler.1) (Def=0;)
padain (In,Pos- O,Len -8) (Def-00

rbs chip/padbotout (Out,Pos.17,Len=1) ()
rbs-chip/padaout (Out,Pos=9,Len-8) {}
padbout (Out,Pos-,1,Len-8) f }padtopout (Out,PosmO,Len=1) {}
)

Templates (

TIN-padtopin\l;
IN[]=padain\@0:
TININ(Ipadain\Q0,padtopin\l;
CLEAR-padclear\l;
NOP-padclear\O;

)

Lineaction:: Expr(.-.+10);

Data (

CLEAR,TIN;
TIN;

TININ(0x1f);
TININ(0x20);
TININ(Ox1d);
TININ(Oxle);
TININI0x1b1;
TININ(Oxlc);
TININ[0x19];
TININ(Oxla);
TININ(0x17];
TININ(0x18);
TININ[0x15);
TININ(0x16);
TININ(0x13);
TININ[0x14];
T/N/N(0x11);
TININ[0x12);

/* 1f20 */

/* Idle */

/* lblc */

/* 191a */

/* 1718 */

/* 1516 */

/* 1314 */

/* 1112 */

D: Test Vector Example for 2 Nodes
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TININ(Oxf]; /* Of10 */
TININ(0x10];
TININ[Oxd]; /* OdOe */
TININ[Oxe);
TININ[Oxb]; /* ObOc */
TININ[Oxc];
TININ[9]; /* 090a */
TININ[Oxa];
TININ[7]; /* 0708 */
TININ[8];
TININ[5]; /* 0506 */
TININ[6];
TININ[3]; /* 0304 */
TININ[4];
TININ[1]; /* 0102 */

IN[2];

IN[0];
IN[0];
IN[0];
IN[0];
IN[0];
IN[0];
IN[0];
IN[0];
IWO];
IWO];
IN[0];
IN[0];
IN[0];
IWO];
IN[0];
IN[0];

IN[0];
IN[0];
IN[0];
IN[0];
IN[0];
IN[0];
IWO];
IN[0];
IWO];
IN[0];
IN[0];
IN[0];
IN[0];
IN[0];
IN[0];

TININ[0];

}

D: Test Vector Example for 2 Nodes (cont.)
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Appendix E: Timing Analyzer Results

************************** ***** *************************************************
Sat Jun 13 08:33:27 1987

Module: -genjbate/jbate/rbs chip/nodes/nodes0 7 Timing Analyzer***************************w*********** ****** W************** ****** **************
CLOCK REPORT MODE

Fabline: VTI CN2OAS
Junction Timperature:75 degree C Voltage:5.00v
Phase 1: PHASE A Phase 2: PHASE_B
Included setup Tiles: default setup file

Phase 1 High: 87.7 ns
CLOCK TIMES (minimum)

Phase 2 High: 40.3 ns

Minimum Cycle Time: 143.4 ns Symmetric Cycle Time: 175.4 ns

CLOCK WORST CASE PATHS
Minimum Phase 1 high time is 87.7 ns set by:

** Clock delay: 0.2ns (87.9-87.7)
Node Cumulative Delay
<4 7/nodes0/odd fsm/(internal) 87.9
nodes4 7/nodes07odd fsm/lt 84.9
nodes4-7/nodes0/comf/lt 84.9
nodes4-7/nodes0/comp/caxorb[7] 34.6
nodes4-7/nodes0/axorb/axorb(7) 34.6
nodes4:7/nodes0/axorb/xain(7) 11.4
nodes0 3 /nodes3 /sra /out(7] 11.4
<0 3/ncides3/sra/INTER2_VAL1(71 4.2
noaes0 3/nodes3/sra/PHASE_A 0.4
PHASEJ 0.0

Minimum Phase 2 high time is 40.3 ns set by:

Transition
fall
rise
rise
fall
fall
rise
rise
rise
rise
rise

** Clock delay: 0.3ns (40.7-40.3)
Node Cumulative Delay Transition
<odes() 3/nodes3/srb/(internal) 40.7 fall
nodes0-3/nodes3/srb/in[4] 38.8 rise
nodes47/nodes0/muxb/mbout[4] 38.8 rise
nodes4-7/nodes0/muxb/p_v 9.7 fall
nodes4-7/nodes0/odd fsm/p v 9.7 fall
<des4 7/nodes0/odd_Tsm/PHKSE_B 0.2 risePHASE=B 0.0 rise

Minimum symmetric cycle time is 175.4 ns set by:

** Clock delay: 0.2ns (87.9-87.7)
Node Cumulative Delay Transition
<4 7/nodes0/odd_fsm/(internal) 87.9 fall
noaes4 7/nodes0/odd fsm/It 84.9 rise
nodes4_7/nodes0/comp/lt 84.9 rise
nodes4 7/nodes0/comp/caxorb(71 34.6 fall
nodes4 7/nodes0/axorb/axorb[7] 34.6 fall
nodes4-_7/nodes0/axorb/xain[7] 11.4 rise
nodes0-3/nodes3/sra/out(71 11.4 rise
<0 3/rides3/sra/INTER2 VAL1(71 4.2 rise
noaes0 3/nodes3/sra/PHASE_A 0.4 rise
PHASE _K 0.0 rise

Minimum cycle time is 143.4 ns set by:

Node Cumulative Delay Transition
** Clock delay: 0.5ns (143.9-143.4)
<odes0 3/nodes0/srb/(internal) 143.9 fall
<03/naes0/srb/INTERlVAL1(71 143.0 rise

E: Timing Analyzer Results
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Appendix F: Block Placement and Routing
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F: Block Place Before Routing
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